Pop Up Grateful Bunch Spring Card
Makes a 4-1/4” x 4-1/4” card when flattened for mailing.
Color Scheme: Mint Macaron, So Saffron, Peekaboo Peach & Copper

Supplies:
Stamps: Grateful Bunch, Rose Wonder, Picture Perfect
Ink: Soft Suede, Mint Macaron, Versamark, Peekaboo Peach
Paper: Mint Macaron (4-1/4” x 8-1/2”), Soft Saffron (2-3/4” x 2-3/4” & 1-3/4” x 1-3/4”),
Peekaboo Peach (2-3/4” x 2-3/4” & 1-3/4” x 1-3/4”), Whisper White (2-1/2” x 2-1/2”).
Measurements apply only to the colors you choose to use. White and Background color
scraps.
Punches: Blossom Bunch (coordinates with Grateful Bunch stamp set)
Other: Stampin’ Trimmer, Bone Folder, Heat Tool, Copper Embossing Powder, Copper
Metallic Thread, SNAIL, Glue Dots, Dimensionals.

Directions:
1) See video link at bottom of page for a video on the basic fold process. At one end of
cardbase score at 2-1/8” & 4-1/4” across the length. Mark across the largest unscored end
the half way point of 2-1/8”. Fold the top section diagonally across the lower 2-1/8” score
line from one side and then from the other. Use bone folder to give a good sharp crease to
the fold. See the sample on board if you are unsure of this direction. Mark with a pencil
the sides where the diagonal fold ends. Use the trimmer to match center point at top and
the mark on the side and make a diagonal cut. Repeat on the other side. See sample for
finished look. Fold/push the piece in from the middle to make your spring card folded up
and crease along the edges with bone folder. Set aside
2) Select your flower color strips (at least 2). Stamp the three Grateful Bunch flowers in
Versamark and heat emboss with Copper embossing powder. Punch the flowers and set
aside.
3) On the White Square stamp the lace border image along one side. The first three
scallop sets will work for filling the white square. Next stamp the three flowers in
Versamark and heat emboss in Copper on the same white square. If you wish to add
metallic thread….wrap the Copper Metallic Thread around three fingers and slide off.
Attach with a bit of snail to the back of the largest flower you embossed and punched. Add
to the white focal piece. Attach the rest of the flowers with glue dots. Smallest flower can
be added with a small bit of adhesive strip or ¼ of a dimensional. If you aren’t mailing the
card you can add pearls or rhinestones to the centers of the flowers. If you do plan to mail
the card you may want to use a padded envelope.
4) Adhere the focal piece to the colored mat. Attach that piece to the diamond top piece of
the spring card. Attach with dimensionals.
5) On the Peekaboo Peach small square stamp a butterfly in Versamark in each facing
corner and heat emboss with copper. Cut the 1-3/4” square piece diagonally. Cut another
square diagonally in a coordinating color. Using Tombow Liquid glue attach the butterfly
corners to the bottom section corners. Attach the plain corners as shown.
6) Glue the bottom half diamond down to the scored bottom section – see video for details.
7) Stamp desired sentiment on white scrap and mat with background color. Attach to
bottom of diamond with two dimensionals placed in the center of sentiment piece. Stamp
envelope if desired.
Reference video tutorial to create spring form card base : https://youtu.be/LE5p70Rwx9s
Note: Substituting Watermelon Wonder for the Peekaboo Peach makes for a color combo
with a bit more zing! In that case you may want to use the Watermelon Wonder as the
mat in place of the So Saffron as well.

